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Meeting Objectives

• Discuss open item on regression uncertainty 
– 10 CFR 50.68(b)(4) and “95/95” uncertainty
– Understand EPRI assumptions in Attachment 2
– Confirmatory calculation results

• Understand potential impact on NEI 12-16
• Understand EPRI/NEI open item closure plan
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http://www.nrc.gov/docs/ML1610/ML16104A341.pdf


"95/95" Uncertainty
From Wallis in 1951: 

Elementary textbooks frequently give the impression that lines 
drawn parallel to a least squares linear regression at a distance, 
measured in the direction of the dependent variable, equal to the 
standard error of estimate will include about 68 per cent of future 
observations from the same population, that lines at a distance 
equal to three times the standard error of estimate will include 
99.7 per cent, and so forth. … The error underlying [the previous] is 
one whose persistence is surprising, considering that this year 
marks a full quarter of a century since the appearance of Fisher's 
Statistical Methods for Research Workers, which so strongly 
emphasizes the necessity of distinguishing clearly between 
population parameters and sample estimates of them.
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http://digitalassets.lib.berkeley.edu/math/ucb/text/math_s2_article-04.pdf


Regulatory Requirement for Spent 
Fuel Pools

10 CFR 50.68(b)(4) states:
… the k-effective of the spent fuel storage racks 
loaded with fuel of the maximum fuel assembly 
reactivity must not exceed 0.95, at a 95 percent 
probability, 95 percent confidence level, if flooded 
with unborated water…
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http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/cfr/part050/part050-0068.html


NRC Questions on EPRI's Open Item 
Resolution in Attachment 2

• A screening parameter of 0.9% is still being 
maintained. There is still no clear basis for screening.

• What is specifically meant by the “second derivative of 
reactivity” on pg. 7 and why was the approach taken?

• How was 12 pcm arrived at to account for intra-batch 
burnup variation? Why not use a 95/95 tolerance limit 
which would give something closer to 200 pcm? 

• How were burnup values assigned to the collapsed 
data in Figure 9? 

• How were “reciprocal variances” determined? 
Formulation? How were Figures 3 and 5 used to arrive 
at the variance corresponding to a specific sub-batch?
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NRC Confirmatory Calculation 
Conclusions

• Regression analyses performed for: 
– The direct difference approach to the NUREG/CR-7108 SFP 

example
– The EPRI depletion benchmark approach to the example 

using SCALE 6.1 with ENDF/B-VII data 
• MC USM approach does not require regression 

analysis; not subject to the many assumptions required 
as part of regression analyses

• The Kopp 5% approach and EPRI's implementation of 
the EPRI depletion benchmark approach are qualitative 
methods; confirmatory analyses raise concerns about 
continued use of these methods
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http://www.nrc.gov/docs/ML1211/ML12116A124.pdf


NRC Confirmatory Calculation Results
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Discussion

• NEI 12-16, Revision 1, Section 4.2.3, “PWR 
Depletion Uncertainty” potentially impacted 
– Kopp 5% is endorsed; NRC confirmatory analysis 

raises concerns
– References EPRI's originally submitted validation 

approach; NRC confirmatory analysis raises 
concerns

– “Chemical assay approach” potentially 
mischaracterized

• What is NEI's open item closure plan?
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http://www.nrc.gov/docs/ML1411/ML14112A516.pdf
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